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CHAPII :R I 

Till-: Nl CISSARY LK^dlT AN IN IRODUCHON VOSrEAKINd 
EROM rHESH.\l)()\\S 

fhc Power o[' Words and Almost Icars 

1 never reall\ saw myself as a poet until the day I was told 1 may 

nc\er sec again 1 was nincleen years old when a routine eye appointment 

ended with me screaming at the local malTs best optometrist and storming 

out with tears of anger and sheer terror running down my face "You're 

going blind,' she had said. There was no "I have some bad news," or "You 

might want to sit down," just, "You're going blind." It was in that instant 

that 1 learned just how powerful words can be. I'm not saying that I ran to 

my desk, grabbed a pen, and began to push the words out of my mind. Far 

from that, actually. I did what any enraged kid who thought he was 

completeK grown up would do; I hit things. I hit the dumpster behind a 

local eatery. 1 kicked a wall until I bruised my heel, and when that foot got 

tired, 1 hobbled on it and kicked it with the other one. I went nine rounds 

with that grease-soaked dumping area and, quite honestly, took one hell of a 

beating. 

I ran sfraight to my father (old habits die hard), to tell him what had 

happened. He sat quiet for a moment then said something that he had said 



many times befoie, but ne\cr iii this ua\ , "Maybe you misunderstood" 

Ihcse words hurt me It is only in relios|)cc1 thai I see how badly these 

wimls hurt him too I wanted an.swers liom Ihc man who seemed to know 

the answer to c\eiything, the man who could find a way to boil down the 

process of cold fusion and make the world make sense I wanted my father 

to explain e\er>thing Then, w hen he was done, to march up to the callous 

doctor and punch her squiirc in the teeth. Instead, I received a brief lecture 

on why it was so important to get all of the facts and to listen carefully. 

After a grand exchange, mostly a scene of me crying and screaming at 

him, we agreed to disagree until a second opinion had been sought. A week 

later, my father and m\ then-wife accompanied me to a second eye clinic 

where it was confirmed that I indeed had a rare combination of two different 

rvpes of macular degeneration—Fundus Flavae and Stargardt's Disease. 

When this doctor announced his findings, I could hear the excessive weight 

of breath escaping from my father's chest. He has never been one to let 

sorrow get the better of him, but that day I know he went home and cried for 

the first time in seven years. As for my slightly-mentioned wife, she 

promptly left with my best friend for Oklahoma a week later. 

1 felt like Job. The one person who had agreed to love me and support 

me through heaven and hell, for better, for worse, had found such a 



commitment too daunting, and mv lainilv reftLsed to admit that such a thing 

could happen, laniily members olVered a healthy sum ol useless, late-night, 

$l9/>5 cure-alls, I was so sick of help that I simply shut the doors, turned 

out the lights, and tried to grow accustomed to darkness 

Despair got pretty boring after about six months, so I decided to get 

on with whatever was left of my life. Ilicie was no blinding light of God or 

angelic \ isitatioiis, just a frustration with stagnation and a deep desire for 

Cherr\ Garcia ice cream I decided to go back to college, the hell with my 

eyes, and become a doctor regardless. 

M\ stubbornness landed me in Introductory Chemistry at the local 

jimior college 1 was making good grades, and 1 was enjoying school for 

once in m\ life. It seemed as if everything was going to work out just fine. 

Then, right on cue. Murphy walked in with his brilhant bag of laws. To this 

day, I do not remember what we were studying about sodium; 1 just 

remember that we were studying it. I also remember, and probably always 

w ill, that pure sodium must be stabilized in a kerosene solution and must 

never, and I mean NEVER, be introduced to water. To make a long story 

short, 1 could not read the test tubes and proceeded to drop a pea-sized 

shavuig into a glass beaker of pure, distilled, refreshing H2O. Luckily, I 

adhered religiously to the absurd yellow sign above the door: "Please wear 



protective eyewear and lab coats at all limes " A little Chinese man picked 

me up oti Ihe lloor I leali/ed that il was mv professor, though I wasn't sure 

for a minute I le helped me pick the glass out of my arm and as he did so, 

he asked me a question that I thought I had an answer to. "Why do you want 

to be a dcKtor"''' he asked I gave the same rehearsed answer that all Pre-

Med .students had tucked away for such an occasion: "To help people." 

Then this little man, this man whom I still see in my dreams as the wisest of 

Shaolin monks, grabbed me by the hand and said the most profound words I 

had e\er heard. "If \ou want to help one person," he said, "become a doctor. 

If you want to help many people, become a teacher." 1 half expected him to 

end with "grasshopper" or "beetle bug," but the absence of such Carradine-

isms did not dettact from the profundity of his statement. 

Meanwhile, on the other side of the galaxy that is South Plains 

College. Miss Betty Stanley was reading a short story I had written, titled 

"Into a Dream," with the lead character, Draven, half-pilfered from the 

movie. The Crow. She was on the third sfroke of writing, "You need to 

submit this somewhere." If I had had those words that evening, 1 might have 

slept. Instead I mulled constantly over what my chemistry professor had 

said. I had still not made my decision when my manuscript was handed 

back die next day. I diumbed to diat one sentence, written in absurdly large 



letters for nn failing eves. Miss Stanley could have been teaching String 

IheoiN that day for all 1 know, for it was then, m that finy-iiiinute class, that 

my hie changed forever I decided that I would teach l-nglish Ihcre was 

no sodium or life threatening miurics in writing, nl least to my knowledge. 

So, 1 abandoned science and embraced the pen (the computer, actually) and 

entered a strange new ad\enture 

In the spring of 2000, I received a phone call from Margaret Little, my 

services pro\ ider for Texas Commission for the Blind. It seemed that a 

certain English professor, Jacqueline McLean, was looking for a few blind 

students to participate in a project titled, "Heart-Work," which sought to pair 

the poetry of blind students with, ironically, photographic representations of 

the work. 1 had recently been touted as "the best poet in the class" by Dr. 

Ellen Cooney, a visiting professor from the East Coast, so 1 gladly accepted, 

even though 1 had only wntten two poems before in my life. How hard 

could it be? 

We had an assignment for the next meeting: to write a poem. 1 went 

straight home and penned a pathetic little piece called "Truly Blind" in about 

an hour. It was good. It even made Dr. McLean get a bit misty eyed during 

the reading. It was not, as 1 would find out later, a ttiily great poem. The 

poem would have made a brilliant four-page Hallmark card, but it failed to 



tully capture the emotion and leah/ation of growing blind Nevertheless, 

my naive mind took Di McLean's "that was beautiful" to mean "You are 

the \oT(] God almightv of all that is poelrv You will rise to fame and fortune 

by the grace of vour words. We praise you, oh great poet, for you are the 

one true voice in a sea of. etc " I leiice, I decided to speciali/e in poetry. 

After all. il was a lot less writing than fiction. 

Il wasn't until my first year of graduate school that I realized that 

naivete was an uneducated little gnome who needed a good punching in the 

teeth more than Dr. Evil, the eye doctor. I sat in John Poch's creative 

writing workshop for the second week as we prepared to workshop our first 

round of poems Surrounded by faces 1 did not yet know, 1 smirked on the 

inside. Their poetry would suck. 1 would rule. By about the third line of 

Karen McKay's poem, "The Tornado Man," the smirk had distorted into a 

gaping drooling "O." Carl Knickerbocker, tiien Steven Williams, then Todd 

Giles, then Paul Chesser. 1 came to the grim realization that I totally sucked. 

Luckily, we did not have time to get to my poem. I had been granted a 

reprieve. Dr. Poch passed back his comments on the poems, and all I saw 

was red ink. Sti-ange symbols and words dripped all over the page and I had 

to wait until 1 got home to read them. 



1 walked in the door, went straight to my study and slid the paper into 

my enlarger I scrolled around the aimless ariows linking comments to 

precise points in the poem I slid the paper in further "Good image." 

Funher "What does this mean>" I uitliei "Good alliteration " l-urther. 

"Omit this." 1 iirther "N'ou have gieal potential as a poet Your images are 

vcrv believable and well-written You might consider looking at Phillip 

Larkin or read ahead on our syllabus to William Wenthe's book to try and 

tie up the language a bit" Ihese words were a perfect blend of respect and 

criticism 1 had potential. That was enough for me. 

1 spent the entirety of the semester not working but toiling over my 

poetry. It was grueling work. Not only was I writing, I was reading. Phillip 

Larkin. T.S. Eliot, Nick Flynn, William Wenthe, William Carlos Williams. I 

wasn't just reading poems, I was absorbing them, locking the tricks and 

tools avvav in my mental toolbox. The end of the semester came and I 

turned in my revised portfolio. I waited in anguish for four days imtil they 

u ere all graded. I retrieved the folder and anxiously opened it. There were 

considerably fewer red marks on each page and there was even the 

occasional "Great" and "Wow." There was also, in the bottom comer of the 

final page, a single letter, an "A." 



Ihal semester ended m May of 2002 Now, only a year later, I am 

tinali/ing my Master's degree at Texas lech University I am a young poet, 

an infant who is still learning how to walk with his words I have learned a 

groat deal about (x>elrv and about myself I have aLso learned that the poet 

must keep learning for the rest of his hie I le must be keen and aware of 

what IS happening and be poised with a pen at all times Poetry happens 

ccMistanlly and lurks in seemingly Ihe most unlikely of places. 1, as a poet, 

am also a great explorer, a longing wanderer, and a bridge to birdsongs and 

silent rivers I know 1 v\ill never achieve the fame that I longed for, but 1 am 

having a wonderful lime simply watching the world while I still can and 

creating new words, maintaining memories so that on that day when the 

candle finally bums out, 1 can leave the world of sight behind with no regrets 

and embrace the new one as an adventure. 

From Metallica to Merwin 

As I mentioned previously, I have only been actively writing poetry 

for about two years. However, I have been a songwriter, of sorts, since I 

first heard James Hetfield scream, "I'm creeping death," on Metallica's Ride 

the Lightning at the age of eleven. A good songwriter does not necessarily 

mean a good poet though. In songwriting, it is perfectly acceptable to write 



phrases like, "Ooh baby. Gimme some lovin'," oi "Gabba gabba hey, Lef s 

partN hard tiKlav " fhis sort of language is not necessarily adequate in the 

realm of poelrv Lviics ftmction, in most cases, to elevate the music. Thus, 

the music does the same for the Ivrics II a line doesn't fit, you simply 

mangle it until it dt̂ es With poetry, the words stand alone, a product of 

them.selves 

The first pcKMii I remember reading (listening to) and actually studying 

on my own was W S Merwin's "Yesterday," in which he describes a young 

man discussing a visit with his father. His clever duality of words hooked 

me. I was fascinated by how such simple words could do so much and cut 

so deeply I proceeded to embrace each new poet with the same reverence 

and excitement. From each new poet, 1 stole something. Poets are the 

cleverest of thieves. From William Blake and William Butler Yeats, I 

mooched a modicum of meter. From Stevie Smith, 1 pilfered a bit of wit. 

From Robert Frost and Walt Whitman, 1 nabbed a sense of narrative. And 

from T.S. Eliot I stole something, though I'm not quite sure what it is. The 

one thing, however, that I feel drives my poetry more than any of these 

devices, is image. Ironically, I, the blind poet, rely on a stark sense of what 

things should look like. When 1 write about a green-winged teal or shapes in 

the spots on a Dalmatian, 1 have a particular image in my mind and 1 sttive 



to make that exact image as real as ()ossible lor Ihe reader In "Birdsong," 

for example, 1 feel 1 have painted a very di.slmct portrait olGiackles in my 

Papa Rays backvard: 

\oud watch the lawn eclipse 

as shards of runic arrows fell from fading 

skies, pushed hv lleetmg chills, 

lo the warm green sancluary 

of your small midlown home. 

I began w iih the simple idea of the lawn being covered by these troublesome 

birds which, in their numbers, could only be described as an eclipse; 

howev er, I began to push the image farther. How did the birds get there? 

W hat did it look like? The best way I could describe their entry was a 

phrase borrowed from William Wenthe's book. Birds of Hoboken, in which 

he describes a migrating pattern of birds as "mnic arrows." Though the 

passage in his poem carried much deeper meaning, the image it created in 

my mind was that of a perfect symmetrical arrow of black birds flailed 

slightly at the tips in the fashion of Celtic weaponry. That perfect formation 

is what 1 wanted to capture in "Birdsong." 

There is also a delicate balance of description and lending to the 

imagination in the final line of the stanza. When I write, "small midtown 
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home," I have a very distinct image of what I see, however, I have also left it 

to visual interpretation by ihe rcadei 1 have not left it completely 

ambiguous bv simpiv saving, "home " I want the reader to use his 

imagination to build a home within the confines of the setting 1 have 

prov ided 1 hese images, then, are arranged in the best way possible to 

create a bigger picture, the poem I his idea, image-driven poetry, I owe to 

such poets as Rainer Maria Rilke, Patliann Rogers, and, of course, H.D. My 

poetic style is a blend of this handful of master poets with just a dash of that 

good oT heavv metal music playing faintly in the distance. 

\\ hile the form my poetry tends to take can be attributed to an 

engaging study of the masters, what I write about, my subject matter, is the 

product of holding on to an overactive, and sometimes overly descriptive, 

childlike imagination as it relates to real events occurring around me. 1 use 

the tools that generations of poets have provided to shape my experiences, 

my memories, and my convictions. I want to share that one thing that 1, the 

poet, have experienced differently than anybody else. If 1 write about a bird 

flying over MacDonald's, that is an experience that no one else but me will 

ever have. Even if there are one hundred people standing there watching the 

exact same thing, I have my own unique experience and my own unique 

imaginative fancy of the event that no one else has ever had before, and the 

11 



only wa> thai ansone will be able to share that experience is through my 

poclrN As 1 .sliuid, uatclimg an event unfold, 1 revel momentarily in my 

sellishiiess, kiKUNing that this moment is mine and mine alone. That 

moment, that recognition, is the moment a poem is born 

As lor w hat ev ents or memories seem to be most prevalent in my 

ptxMrv, 1 seem to have a proclivity toward inconspicuous abnormality. I 

look tor odd juxlaposilions or things that don't seem quite right I look for 

beautv in disaster and try to paint a flower out of a blood stain. That is not 

to say that I glorifv v lolence or pedestal acts of angst. 1 simply feel that 

there is a certain unique beauty in how these things can be described. Where 

many people may turn in horror at the sight of blood mnning down the hand 

of a dead man, I see a cnmson river running to the West. 

1 am not saying that all of my poetry deals with dark or macabre 

events. In fact, very little of my work does. I have many poems about my 

childhood with many happy memories of me and my father. While my 

method of image-driven poetry remains consistent, there is a stark conttast 

in the subject matter. I tend to deal with exttemes and care very little for 

shades of gray. Gray, right now, is boring. There may come some point in 

my life where the rock of a porch swing presents a poem, but for right now, I 

am looking for events that keep me excited as 1 write about them, events that 

12 



lill me with wonder and amusement as I relive them through my writing. 

1 hcse Jire momenls that 1 never want to let go of When I am eighty years 

old, I will be able lo return from whence I came and relive the parts of my 

lite that I have found most beautiful, both good and bad 

S t̂eppuij: Into Shaclows 

1 have always been quite stubborn regarding what I choose to write 

about W hen I get stuck, it is inevitable that someone will say, "Why don't 

>ou wnle about vour eves''"' I could never really pinpoint why 1 didnt want 

to; I just didn't. Maybe it was because of the depression associated with the 

coping process: or mav be I thought no one wanted to hear about it. 

Nevertheless, one evening 1 was completely stuck on what to write and I 

gave in. I penned an extended version of the poem, "Dark Horizons," and 

found myself to be quite pleased with the results. The poem was quite 

bleak, taking a poetic look at what it means to be blind and the things that I 

mav never see again. I took a brief break and sat down in front of my 

ridiculously large television. 1 was flipping through the channels and came 

across a classic Audrey Hepbum movie. Wait Until Dark, about a blind 

woman who becomes unwittingly involved with a mysterious package. 

Regrettably, as beautiful as Miss Hepburn was, she hadn't the faintest clue 

13 



Iiow to plav a blind vNomaii She would walk sternly with a raised head, 

"leading w uh liei chin," m an obvious clfort to .see beneath her sunglasses. 

She wore heels (uh'>) that clicked every time she took a step Blind people 

tend lo shuftle, lo make sure they are still on solid ground, and they usually 

move with a backwards lean unless they have not yet been whopped in the 

lace by invisible overhangs Hverv lime she fell for something (paper, keys, 

cle ), she would slap the surfaces more like an angry toddler than a blind 

woman I his sort of searching is done delicately to avoid abrupt impailment 

bv sharp objects, especially in the kitchen. The most aggravating aspect of 

the movie, however, was how she always closed her eyes when her glasses 

came off"and, fiirthennore, how she squinted when trying to listen. Even 

though a blind person has lost a valuable sense, the mind does not always fill 

in the blanks. It attempts to use all possible faculties when trying to discern 

distant or subtle sounds. In other words, a blind person will generally "look" 

at where the sound is coming from because the wiring in the brain still exists 

that tells the person to do so. As for having her eyes closed while she is at 

home alone, why would anyone, sighted or not, overly use muscles if they 

didn't need to? This constant closure would do nothing for her except 

induce terrible chronic migraines. These observations led me to write the 

poem, "Revisions to The Hollywood Manual of Method Acting'^ which 

14 



attempts to oftei the actress a hit of a workshop on how to more accurately 

portiav someone with such limited vision After treating my vision as a 

poetic plague lor vears, I had written two quite remarkable poems about it in 

one night 

I continued the theme as I undertook what would be my first real 

pcvtic challenge I sat down to write one evening and realized that I had not 

really put much effort into more formal types of poetry. I, thus, decided to 

attempt to write a sonnet about losing my eyesight. I discovered very 

quickly that there was not enough space in fourteen lines to do this, so the 

idea expanded into a crown of sonnets that briefly chronicles the mental 

anguish of a voung man losing his vision rather than the loss of vision itself 

The result was the partially fictional sonnet crown titled, "Dancer in the 

Dark." In this cycle, the narrator begins in memory. These memories of 

w alking each morning to the donut shop with his father triggers a chain 

reaction of emotional markers (self pity, isolation, rage, acceptance, etc.) 

that lead to a rather ironic dance routine. 

Through my first real experience of writing formal poetry, I leamed to 

embrace an art that I have always shied away from. The sormet form, in 

particular, allows for distinct and definite moments of discovery through the 

proper use of the volta. This allows for tense moments, such as the voltaic 

15 



couplet at the end of the first poem in "Dancer m the Dark " Ihe poem 

consists mamlv of the recollection of childhood memories, but the couplet, 

"1 to*>k mv pastrv out N\hen we got home / And peered through its private 

hole alone," closes the door on these joyful memories and acts as a precursor 

of the dismal journey ahead I he strict iambic pentameter structure also 

creates preset markers for emphasis which allow words to carry much more 

weight and meaning. In some instances the volta and the increased attention 

to words can ftmction sv nibiotically, such as the word, "tum" at the Volta in 

"Because the Great Homed Lizard Has No Tongue." 

The completion of the current version of "Dancer in the Dark" was as 

exciting as when it was first started. The "form bug" bit, and 1 have been 

working with various formal types of poetry since. Deciding to push this 

idea to a whole new level, at least in my writing, I came up with an idea to 

trv and answer a question that I am asked on almost a daily basis: "What can 

vou see?" The result was the visually-formatted poem, "Losing -lar 

degener- " 

The poem, "Losing lar degener-,''^ is quite complex and, honestly, 

the most difficult poem 1 have yet written. The seemingly foreign portion of 

the title is actually the middle letters o^macular degeneration. The poem 

itself reflects both a loss of concrete vision and a revelation of creativity 



from this loss I ean tell vou horn experience that this balance of loss and 

gam comes at a rather hefty toll on your saiiily. lor this reason, I have 

cMmtted all of the punctuation in an elforl to demon.slrate the difficulty that is 

manitcsted bv the lo.ss of such taken for granted components in our written 

language The reader must stumble over the sentences and, more than likely, 

will need to read the poem more than once in order to fiilly comprehend the 

pĉ em on the basic syntactical level, fhis is what 1 must do on a daily basis, 

and 1 feel as if this poem clearly demonsfratesjust how difficult it is for 

someone with mv affliction lo accomplish one of the many tasks that we 

lake for granted— reading. 

There is more than simple syntax conftision at work in this poem. The 

midpoint of the poem is marked with a centered line that simply reads, "You 

lose" (no period). This phrase functions as a rather sfrange volta in that it is 

the syntactical end of the phrasing on the left side of the page and the 

beginning of another syntactical phrase on the right side of the page. 

Furthermore, it draws the first and last lines together in an inference of the 

childhood game of hide and seek—"You hide... You lose... Childish games." 

This final line is also an inference to the way that children like to play with 

words, move them around, and come up with new ways of saying things as 

part of the linguistic learning process. This movement is what made the 
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poem so difficult to compo.se It is meant to be read in any manner the 

leader sees fit It is intended to read from left to right or as two separate 

poems that meet at the beginning, middle, and end I his, I feel, 

demonslrates the delicate balance, as well as the necessity, for the inevitable 

give and l;ike in life 

I he greater portion of this collection has one common thread irony. 

In poems such as "A llunliess in Prayer' and Reinventing the Wheel," 1 try 

to push the idea of ironv to extreme levels. The short poem, "A Huntress in 

Prayer, is based on an actual image I saw one evening while poking around 

a cemetery I found myself shocked and appalled by my own laughter, but 

the sight was so ironic, the only reaction it could have prompted was 

laughter. A black widow spider was weaving a web attached at one end to a 

headstone, and at the other, to a yellow rose. This, to me, is wonderful 

irony. As for the latter of the two poems, "Reinventing the Wheel," the 

irony lies in what was missed rather than what was seen. The narrator is 

forced to relinquish the one idea of freedom that he has held for so long, the 

freedom of riding a motorcycle and, in tum, discovers a brand new sense of 

freedom— that of the natural world. There is also further irony in the fact 

that he, being legally blind, literally learns to see this new world by simply 

taking the time to more closely examine what once passed as a blur along 
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winding roads As I said previously, ironv is a powerftil device in my 

poetry. It opens up a whole new perspective on events, often in a way that 

causes laughter or deep thought, and in its most effective form, both. These 

are just a few examples of where it comes through most prevalently. 

I also feel thai all great poets should pay homage to those people who 

in.spired them both as poets and human beings I his collection is not 

without such salutations Because I have always had a fascination with the 

sciences, the fact that Pattiann Rogers had the vision to combine two of my 

Lireaiest passions, biologv and poetry, causes me to tip my hat to her in the 

sonnet titled, "Because die Great Homed Lizard has No Tongue." This 

poem focuses on vs hv poets, like Rogers, find such a reason to write about 

die natural world. It is not only because we can and nature can't, but also 

because nature possesses a certain quality that can only be expressed through 

poetry, through a hamessed sense of language that can invoke the 

imagination's ability to see, hear, taste, smell, and feel exactly what it is. 

No discussion of inspiration would be complete without mentioning 

the one person who has influenced my poetry more than anyone else, my 

father. As a poet, I spend a great deal of time in retrospect, himting for those 

elusive memories that conjure up so much emotion that they must be written. 

The greatest majority of these memories involve me and my father. "My 
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Dad MeHiiu" tor example, is a tribute to Ins clever ways of making my 

childhood less painful, both emolionally and physically. As a child, 1 spent 

a great deal of time in the hospital tor asthma At the lime, Vick's was still 

considered the number one cure-all for chest congestion, but il burned quite 

lerociouslv on the tender skin of a four-year-old. One evening, as I lay 

ciying from the pain, he came m and placed a while handkerchief on my 

chest and told me it was magic; il would steal the pain. Oh, the power of a 

child's mind II worked. The poem continues lo describe another actual 

event in my life- the day I was hit by a car. I actually flat-lined and, as my 

father tells me, il was the most terrifying moment in his life. 

In writing "Mv Dad Merlin," I wanted to capture the notion of magic 

on many different levels. There is magic in the stories of childhood as they 

manifest in both dreams and imagination. There is magic in what is taken as 

truth from the lips of fathers. And there is magic in learning to believe. 

Another aspect of my father's tutelage worth mentioning are the 

uncountable hours he spent reading to me each night. I am willing to wager 

a healthy sum that he can still recite any Dr. Seuss book to this day. Little 

did he know that those ridiculous rhymes of Wockets, and Sneeches, and 

Simple the Sneed would prove themselves useful much later indeed. "My 
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Dad Merlin" stands as a testament to his devotion as a father and a thank you 

tor instilling such a creative sense into my life 

While irony, tribute, and reflection permeate my poetry, they still 

exist as separate entilies unto each other. Ihe one aspect of my work that 

seems to function as the adliesive to all the minor details and devices is a 

sense of discovery. We, as poets, are also detectives. There is a certain 

thnll and excitement in finding something new and an even greater joy in 

finding a new wav to convey that unique find. I want my poetry lo replicate 

this entire experience. In the same vein as Williams, Bishop, and Frost, I 

want to create not just a poem, but an experience. 1 want the reader to be 

held until the verv last word of the poem then go back and read it again to 

make sure he or she fully grasped what was being said. Readability is not 

v\hat makes a good poem. /?£?-readability is. 

As I compiled this collection of poems, 1 put a lot of thought into what 

order diey should be read. Since much of my poetty deals with loss of 

vision. I decided to begin with "Losing -lar degener-' as I feel it best 

explains my condition. I want the reader to have some sense of what 

macular degeneration is, and since the poem begins with a brief definition, it 

seemed to be the most plausible place to start. Following "Losing -lar 

degener-r I placed all of the poems dealing with blindness in order of 
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strength, ending with what I feel is mv strongest effort. Ihe rest of the 

poems lollow as a subtle lemmder that blindness is nol the end of the road, 

something I have lo remind myself on a daily basis Ihe remaining poems 

iire structured in a son of "hill-and-dale" design from poetry about 

childhood in "The Immigrant Child and Wednesday the Dalmatian ," to 

poems coping w ith death, "Al Clairemont Cemeleiy" and "Birdsong," for 

example. I his undulation ends wilh "Golden,"' which I chose because it 

captures a somewhat promising, maybe romantic, view of growing old. This 

iighlhcarted poem is then interrupted by "Evolution."' fts placement is 

intended to sttengthen its function as a wake-up call and an eye opener to 

how we have evolved into a selfish race. "The Shortest Summer" regresses 

the idea of evolution lo primal sex drive which is, in tum, reboimded by the 

more sentient act of self-evaluation, the "Why am 1 here?" theme, present in 

"Because the Great Homed Lizard Has No Tongue." 

WTiat 1 want people to take with them upon reading my poetry is a 

new sense of the world around them. Discover something new. This is 

something that 1, as a poet, am just beginning to leam. There is always 

something beautiful, whimsical, ironic, or just plain silly to write about. 

Poetry, for me, has been the one cure for my vision that has worked. It has 

not miraculously regenerated my retina, but it has taught me that our eyes 
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are not the onlv instruments we use to see Poetry itself has eyes, is eyes. 

We, as [>oets, must only learn lo follow ils line of sight 
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CHAPTER 11 

SPE.AKING EROM THE SHADOWS: 

AN ORIGINAL COLLECTION OF POEMS 
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Losing -lar degencr-

Macular Degeneration - the progre.s.sive deterioration of a critical region of 
the retina called the macula. The macula is a 3-5 mm area in the retina that 
IS responsible for central vision. This disorder leads to irreversible loss of 

central vision, although peripheral vision is retained but may he gray, hazy, 
or distorted. 

You hide 
behind vascular walls in veils of Vaseline 

beneath coated corneas 
ation reflection smearing 

peeling envy 
from faces lost 

as memory fades 
quenching the distance 

in forgetfulness 
Eventually 
a false supposition 
of non-existence 

pinpricking tiny tiles 
misunderstood macu 

Doctors become Bob and Jill 
with scalpels and suction cups 

with promises of promises 
from fractal foreign lands 

of scientific breakthroughs 
of protein inhibitors 

Promises of sight become 
a faith 

You lose 
tile after tile dot after dot 
confined to feel light with 
a new sense of what makes 

You feel ugly 
There is a rotten stench 

like electrical fire 
charring neural receptors 

as each destined tile falls 
susceptible to losing face 

behind the next white curtain 

your eyes 
your lips 
your color 

You are beautiful 
in absence 

to the curious mind 
feeding blank pages 

teasing with tiny flashes 
yet privy to hushed whispers 

where letters play 
childish games 
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Dark I lori/on 

lo be blind means to listen 

as others feast on vision, 

to laste within 

1 will die 

before 1 see 

mv skv :iL!a!r!. 
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Dancer in the Dark 

1 had a thing tor donuls as a child 

Dad and I w ou\d walk dow n lo the store 

l-arly every morning betoie the riled 

Rush of keys to silent bolted doors 

Started the sleeping machine of a new dav 

I always knew the baker by the lime 

We ran across the walk al 4^ & J 

As signaliu^es of sugar began to prime 

My himger. 1 bought long-johns for a nickel 

And Dad would get a chocolate topped with nuts. 

Hed furl his face and give my rib a tickle— 

"A donut with no hole? Thats not a donut." 

I took my pastry out when we got home 

And peered through its private hole alone. 
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II 

Through private holes alone 1 sit and peci 

Al objects out i>f reach but always near. 

Halfway seeing, but fullv feeling the tact 

Of learning to live vsith blindness It's an act 

Of passive study learning lo closelv listen 

For approaching cars, approaching children. 

Beeps at the ends of books; leaming to hear 

The soft synthetic talk of crosswalks cleared; 

To sit on sidelines, silently scribbling gestures 

In mv head because 1 can't quite picture 

The paper or the ball; and leaming to be 

Told, in replav, what I didn't see. 

Thev cheer as injured pla\ ers leave the game 

But 1 sit silent, jealous of their pain. 
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ill 

With silent jealousy, 1 sat iii pain 

As faces of mv friends began to fade. 

1 considered companion to aid 

In household chores 1 heard that she had trained 

1 or vears. but she wouldnt mop or sweep 

She wt^uldnt vsash my mirrors or my windows. 

Or fix the door, or help me hang my clothes. 

But they insisted shed be very cheap. 

Still, 1 couldn't justify the cost. 

The problem was, she wouldn't read to me. 

Which I said was a necessity. 

And so, regrettably the sale was lost. 

Mv blindness may be trying, 1 concede. 

But a dog is something I refuse to need. 
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1 hank you, but I ju.st dont need a dog 

I'd rather be the stumbling, groping IIH)! 

Than a ghost behind a drooling pool 

Of "oh's" and "ah's" and, not lo mention, bogs 

Of ogleis wanting to know the mongrel's name. 

Bui the dog could be a conversation 

Shvtcr. or a spark of admiration 

For the dog! I guess I shouldn't blame 

Someone still possessing faculties. 

^'ou see. they'll smile and nod at his devotion 

But who will want to bother with the notion 

That 1 can gauge the weather by the breeze"J* 

/ think some meditation would he wise. 

I don t believe the problem is your eyes. 
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V 

Ihey sav mv problem isnt with mv eves 

But rather with the way I choose to see 

1 manifest my ghosts, and ihus devise 

\ future lading darker as it llees 

The memorv of green is now a distant 

W hisper of December pines iuid paper 

lorn at Christmas time, but then persistent 

Silence wipes my children from my future. 

^'ou hear me God? Look me in the face 

And tell me once again about Your "grace." 

I walk awav from nothing but Your absence, 

-Ând find strange solace in the sight of silence. 

Just kiss the little lambs that You like best. 

And pull Your purple curtain east to west. 
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VI 

1 lom east to west, the purple cuHain closes. 

Drawn bv tinged, electric, pungent thunder. 

Invigorating altar in Ihe roses 

Beneath mv window Like a perfiimed burglar, 

Ihe bush pushes, staccato, on the sill 

Cieverlv disguised in Ihe crescendo 

Of skvvvard stallions riding lo fulfill 

.A prophecv But this is madness! Go 

Scent and sound, teasing me with sight! 

Blackbird, lake my nose. Painter, pass 

Your madness lo a poet as he writes 

W ith a careless fist through unseen glass. 

1 hold my bleeding eyes in shattered panes 

And see the world inside a drop of rain. 
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VII 

1 savN the \\oi\i\ inside a drop of ram 

A tear, dropped beneath the disco ball. 

Painted the first shine Td seen since walls 

Stole the stars. I thought of window fKines 

As she asked a bov to dance and laughter roared 

Because, he said, she couldn't hear the song. 

1 took her hand, prepaied to prove him wrong 

As blind man led his deaf date to the floor. 

I lapp)ed a solid rhythm on her waist 

As she guided me through donut holes. She smelled 

Like father-memories in a cloudless sky. 

1 kissed her neck, and I began to taste 

Stories 1 needed desperately to tell: 

/ had a thing for donuls as a child 
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Revisions to The Hollywood Manual of Method Acimg 

Attn MISS Audrey Hepburn 

Rcgaiding vour possible appearance 

m the as of vet unscripted sequel 

to Halt I mil Dark. 

I. You do not grope w ith your chin, 

and \ our hand is not desperate to touch. 

It is simplv hoping for an empty 

path. 

2 Your eyes don't prefer to be 

closed. They read the sound 

of blackness, open— 

3. Your first steps will be shy. They will ask 

for details because there is risk 

in picking your feet up off the ground. 

[continued, no stanza break] 
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Iheie are implications 

in the sandpapei of concietc, 

the garbled speech 

of gravel >'our toot will know 

negative space bv ils silence. 

in silence vour mind mav find shadows 

of memories misplaced 

inches awav from where your keys 

should be. 

\'our bodv 

must crv the humiliation 

of being led through 

labyrinths by the force 

of friends and others paid 

to stagger 

at your pace. They will try 

[continued, no stanza break] 
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to be your sight, 

narrating beyond 

the frame and learning 

how to tell 

stories 

6. Your eyes must cry. believing 

in the disappointment of the light. 
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Reinventing Ihe Wheel 

I Lost I lighvvav 

1 used to know the freedom of two wheels 

wearing warm grooves in keltle-shined 

aging roads. I used to know the real 

power o( high numbers foiu- hundred fine 

stallions locked in tight quarters shaking 

the Earth beneath impatient stamping hooves 

And the release, oh the release, quaking 

asphalt fading into smooth removes; 

Serpentine, nine-to-five behind, 

and two hundred miles from where the day 

meets the dust, leaning into the wind 

as moon beams bend lingering shadows astray. 

Freedom, elusive bastard of the blind. 

Recollections, road rash of the mind. 
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II Road Rash 

I he bright colors of memorv seem lo pale 

against this drviiig portrait on mv llcsli 

Smooth salmon strokes dcMted with biailcd 

amber pockets of pus, textures tresh 

from scrubbing with a steel sterile brush 

a morphine Matisse I am avanl garde 

1 am fragments shored against my rush 

into loose gravel I am a chord 

exposed Dissonant jazz-tangled tendons 

dance with dirt, persistent, beneath my skin— 

Charleston, Charleston, flapping flesh falls scarred. 

Devil dances in the Big Band bone yard 

making me remember tender bends in 

freshly pav ed roads once again. 
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Ill Broken 

Heart balances broken vision, but pride 

Alone leaves a widening fissure to fester. 

Rain falls haider, fa.sler, like a jester 

1 ost to lions after laughter died. 

1-verv thing is broken Broken bike 

^ awiis beneath broken awning. Broken 

Door bangs broken ann Scream as broken 

Aerosmith record skips— Dude looks like 

I'elvc't velvet velvet after the ram. 

No light. Bulbs broke. Wife broke for Maine 

Days ago. (Shr had a thing for eyes). 

Sttafing w inds send painful chills as 1 

Open the dented door and walk back in. 

Never to leave this broken home again. 
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IV Sold 

1 he open rixid has quite a ftilure in sales 

Wailing like the mantis for weakened meat, 

then springing like the leopard on its frail 

victim, I was easv piev for sweet 

talk. My friend came bv on a winding whine 

of tiny promise and told me to take a ride. 

1 paced around the small device, a wine 

red and cool cream scooter, as pride 

snickered, amused b\ this reduced flicker 

of freedom. I sttaddled the low leather seat 

w Ith a shrug and bore down on the kicker 

then rolled avva> \N ith hesitant dragging feet. 

One hundred yards was all it took to find 

the art of Zen and maintenance to the mind 
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V Redefining I-reedom 

I thought I would regret Ihe slower pace 

losing Ihe lean of man and machine pitched 

just inches above Ihe blurring blaektop's face; 

or the momentary, broomed-w itch, 

weightless lift of down-shifting kicks 

that shorten the straight tired stretches of long 

highwav into seconds wilh a flick 

of the wnst 1 was so wrong. 

I missed so much riding to fulfill 

a man-measured machismo, like the reason 

the roads tend to bend through the hills— 

Golden grasses beneath the slow sway 

of willow boughs burdened with bickering Jays. 

Such splendid scenery of seasons 

redefines my selfish take on freedom. 
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he Immigrant Child and Wednesday the Dalmatian 

N'ou'vc never seen a dog 

that wasnl on a dinner plate, 

but todav I will teach vou 

lo plav w ith your tood 

as we trace the heart shape beneath 

Wednesday"s bluest eve, 

and 1 finger-sail the Amazon 

along her South American shank. 

She licks your face 

beef-flavored ice cream 

held with intent 

forepaws She pushes 

> ou into soft grass, 

into laughter 

notous and rich— 

into a new 

language. 
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At Claiicmont Cemeterv 

Just inside the gate 

that leads to everlaslinu. 

a black widov\ waits 

as if in patient ceremt^nv, 

balanced on gossamer throw s 

motionless between 

headstone and grav e, 

memorv and oblivion. 
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Old Mr Dunham and I lis 600 I hits 

Nikki's grandfather was veiv ill 

\ white-haired man 

who reposed 

as colorless as his linens, 

whose lace demanded dignitv 

like the confederate giev ghost 

of Robert E 1 ee 

W all to wall, 

there w ere hats— 

Red Sox, Cow bov s. Grand Canyon, 

Hooters, 10 Gallon, Harley Davidson. 

Custom air brushed county fair brims, 

all sweat-soaked and weathered with tales. 

"Hats gotta have history," he would say, 

"Just a hat if it don't." 

[continued, stanza break] 
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"He told Gramma he'd stop at 600," Nikki said 

"Looks like he's getting pretty close." 

As we left, 1 removed my weathered cap 

and placed its history on his sleeping head. 

"Til tell him about it in the morning." 

"He'll like that " 

We returned to quiet crowded tears. 

I stood quietly in the comer, out of the way, 

and coimted to pass the time. 

1..̂ 2^ .̂3^ .4... 

When did it happen^ 

96. .91... 

Someone needs to call Paul. 

210...211... 

Norma, are you ok honey/ 

424^^^425^^^ 

Someone get Vera a vallum. 

598.. •599. 

[continued, no stanza break] 
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My hat sat peaceluI on his brow 

MI Dunham was a man of his woid 
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Birdsong 

lor Papa Kav 

1 he gracklcs were like taxes, 

but, for you. a cherished linie[)iece 

withjavs and cardinals 

two and ten 

on evcnine-shadowed fences. 

1 think you wanted to flv long ago— 

each Spring, seeding 

pitching com in shallow grasses, 

water in the bath, 

dusting off" the favorite folding chair. 

You'd watch the lawn eclipse 

as shards of runic arrows fell from fading 

skies pushed by fleeting chills 

to the warm green sanctuary 

[continued, no stanza break] 
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of vour small midtovMi home 

\ ou loved lhal drab societv 

even as vou looked for something new 

a bird unseen, except lor still-staring 

pictures in a magazine, with wings 

that mmhl look nood on vou 
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Mv Dad Merlin 

Your mind was a sister of some secret 

well, vour knee mv stallion 

You sailed us through a Seussian sea 

to a mvstical land of Sneeches on beaches. 

MaiMU K. Moonev, Yertle the turtle. 

TrutTula frees, and green eggs and ham. 

We leamed many things on Mulberry stteel, 

and the wockel vou gav e me scared away 

the bandersnatch beneath mv bed. 

Fearless, like the great Achilles 

in stories we sat and read, 

V ou charged the darkened closet door 

with magic penlight ready to strike 

and chase the mighty Jabba-wookie 

[continued, stanza break] 
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back beneath the dirtv laundrv 

On the nights mv lungs went swimniing, 

the nurses spread iheir lierv paste 

across my aching whee/ing chest, 

but vou were always calm and wniting 

with vour "magic handkerchief" 

to calm the eucalyplie tempest 

so the wamith could do its work. 

Vou never were a man of God, 

but then who could reallv blame you^ 

.\tler all, a heaping helping 

of Southem Baptist brim and hell 

had been your Momma" s favorite dish. 

I called them "Blabtists," with an unfrained 

tongue. You laughed and called it fitting— 

Lots of talk but nothing said, 

and an hour of feeling about this big, 

you'd say, pinching your thumb and forefinger. 

[continued, no stanza break] 
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I laughed so I could be like you. 

The first time I died— 

Cars and children sharing 

the playground sent 

die doctors in a scuiry. 

One hit me with a "fil-a-brater" 

and I saw you 

working your greatest 

spell. Your incantation carried 

through the sea of surgeons. 

Your lips quivered 

as a sliver of your face 

glistened under pale fluorescence. 

You looked right 

into ray open unmoving eyes, 

and I know I heard the words 

as I saw them leave your lips— 

"Please, God," you prayed. 
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Golden 

At the diner on the comer, 

an old man hides 

behind a wall of yesterday's news. 

Blindly stirring his coffee, 

he smiles, I Uiink, at Uie score 

from last night's game. 

Across the table, separated 

b> empty feke sugar packets, 

remnants of over-priced pancakes and eggs, 

and plastic roses dappled 

in dust and symp, she simply sits, 

perhaps engrossed in smells 

of memories— 

of seventy Aprils' lilac blooms 

that blanketed her mother's garden. 

She takes an audible sip from her coffee, 

perhaps to remind him 

[continued, no stanza break] 
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thai she is still here 

HIS iievNspapei falls 

as he smiles 

al the woman with whom he tell in love 

\\ ith nothing and evervthing said. 

he returns lo vesterdav's news 
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Evolution 

The long black lx)ndon Fog 

bobs and weaves 

through the hustled rush-

pushing past homeward husbands, 

bumping empty cups held 

by sickly shaking hands, 

all to the beat of a familiar 

calliope cranked on the comer. 

A bustling afternoon 

at 10'*' & Texas Avenue. 

God beckons his flock to worship 

beneath a broken sign 

that used to Ught the way— 

"GIVE... LIES. TO THE LORD " is all 

That remains of''FORGIVENESS 

LIES WITHIN DEVOTION 

[continued, no stanza break] 
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TO THE LORD. OUR GOiy 

All the while, the devil tempts 

with waggling tits 

from a sequin- draped 

window just across 

a Stygian stteain of taxis. 

Sleeve meets shallow silk 

pockets, jingling change 

to be heard by beggars 

and tiny entertainers. 

Eyes, like beaten begging 

dogs, stare longingly 

as George Washington's head 

falls past the red 

sombrero, past the bright 

bolero, into the silver 

cup of a dancing monkey. 
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I he Shortest Summer (I nst Love) 

I hadn t Ihe faintest clue what I was doing, 

but vou kept begging me to ci>me with you, 

so 1 caught my breath and kept on screwing 

until both our thighs were black and blue 

and we were left sweating, stuck, and stewing 

in a mess of W hile Russian as new 

life aged and died on your soft skin. 

My coal, your legs - soft, soiled, shared 

and spread on train tracks. 1 was a quick virgin, 

and you, with your experience, wanted more, 

so I climbed back on and started in again 

like a dark horse diving into a nightmare. 
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i^ccaiise the (ire II Horned Li/ard Has No Tongue 

tor Pattiann Rogers 

V\ ho are we to xsnte the words of wildtloweis 

o\ pen the piping of the green-winged teal' 

W hat right have we tĉ  plagiari/e the glower 

ol the Pampas cat before she springs, or steal 

die silent song of feeding brittle-stars 

swav ing to the steady fall of bloodworms? 

Should we eavesdrop on ancestral prayers 

clinging to a comet's tail or timi 

away, burglars of the language of leaves'j' 

V\ e are bridges, nol just clever thieves. 

\V e wnte because the pen is in our hands, 

because the great homed lizard cannot scream. 

\\ e w nte because w e want to understand 

and tum to words the god-dmms of our dreams. 
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